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1. Summary

I Eaton & Gersovitz, Aguiar & Gopinath, Arellano
type of framework

× Fluctuating endowment
× Representative agent has no access to international markets
× The benevolent gouvernement does, but cannot commit to

repay sovereign debt (strategic default)
× In case of default, output of utility cost + temporary exclusion

from international financial market.
× Result: there is an equilibrium risk premium on sovereign debt.
× Default incentives and interest rates are higher in recessions
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1. Summary

I Bianchi, Ottonello & Presno

× Fluctuating endowment of tradable + production of a non
tradable good

× Fixed exchange rate  price of the tradable good is given
× Downward rigidity of the real wage (in units of the tradable

goods)
× An averse shock to the endowment of the tradable good can

depress aggregate demand and create unemployment
× Government spending in non tradable goods can pull the

economy out of unemployment.
× How to finance it?

I Taxes : distortion cost
I Debt : increase incentives to default and hence risk premium

× Could it the case that cost of government spending is so high
that austerity (not increasing much g) is preferable compared
to expansionary fiscal policy?
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1. Summary

I Main results

× Fiscal multiplier is nin linear in the serverity of the recession
× If the stock of debt is low, government spending is

counter-cyclical
× If the stock of debt is high, government spending is less

counter-cyclical
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2. An AS-AD representation

I Take a static economy
I Aggregate Supply:

× cT = yT , yT is exogenous
× pT = 1
× w

pT > w
pT

× Labor supply: hs = h
× labor demand: F ′(hd) = w

pN
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 1: Labor Market
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 2: AS
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2. An AS-AD representation

I Aggregate Demand:

× u = (cT )ω(cN)1−ω

×  cN =
(

1−ω
ω cT 1

pN

)
× Y N = cN + gN
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 3: AD
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Figure 4: AD-AS
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2. An AD-AS representation

I Key mechanism : cT ↘  pN ↘  w
pN

might be too high

I and w cannot be reduced  unemployment
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 5: AD-AS
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 6: AD-AS
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2. An AD-AS representation

I In such a situation, increasing GN (financed by debt which is
not costly for the moment)

I put an upward pressure on pN

I reduces w
pN

I which has an expansionary effect
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 7: AD-AS
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2. An AD-AS representation

I When one adds the fact that debt is indeed costly (has to be
repaid)

I Because of the absence of commitment, there is a Laffer curve
in borrowing revenues

I This Laffer curve is “more severe” when the stock of
outstanding debt is already large

I ...Hence fiscal policy is less desirable in case of adverse shock.
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 8: Laffer curve
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2. An AD-AS representation

Figure 9: Laffer curve
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3. Comments
# 1

I Not strictly speaking a model of possible austerity

I but a model with more or less fiscal expansion
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3. Comments
# 2

I “Recession” is metaphorical: shock to yT

I Need for more “realistic” shock (e.g. news/noise/revision)
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3. Comments
# 3

I “However, because these papers [Arellano & Bai, Balke
& Ravn, Na, Schmitt-Grohé, Uribe & Yue] do not
consider nominal rigidities, they do not incorporate the
stabilization benefits behind fiscal stimulus, ”

I This is a commonly shared view ... which is misleading

I There is an old literature on Keynesian effect of demand
shocks in flex price economies (Cooper & John, Murphy,
Shleifer & Vishny, Kiyotaki, Diamond...)
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3. Comments
# 3

I Beaudry & Portier (2017) “Real Keynesian Models and
Sticky Prices”:

× In NK (New Keynesian) models, the effect of demand shocks
(say shocks to β) goes to zero when prices tend to be fully
flexible

× We develop a RK (Real Keynesian) model in which demand
shocks matter even when price are fully flexible.

× RK is favored by the data
× An RK model with sticky price has very different implications

in terms of monetary policy:
I Determinacy with a fixed nominal rate rule
I Therefore very different behavior at the ZLB
I Unpleasant tradeoff between inflation and output stabilization

with demand shocks
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